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Abstract—Project selection is a complex multi-criteria decision
making process that is influenced by multiple and often
conflicting objectives. The complexity of the project selection
problem is mainly due to the high number of projects from which
an appropriate collection (an effective portfolio) of investment
projects must be selected. This paper presents a new conception
of a hybrid framework for construction of an effective portfolio
of investment projects. The parameters of the considered model
are described using both probability distributions and fuzzy
numbers (possibility distributions). The proposed framework
enables to take into account stochastic dependencies between
model parameters and economic dependencies between projects.
As a result, a set of Pareto optimal solutions is obtained. The
performance of the proposed method is illustrated using an
example from metallurgical industry.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE of estimation and selection of investment projects

is often named in literature as ”capital budgeting”. An

effective capital budget (a portfolio of investments) is a budget

which provides the maximum NPV (Net Present Value) for an

acceptable level of risk or the lowest level of risk for a given

acceptable NPV of a portfolio. The choice of an appropriate

method for risk assessment is associated, among others, with

the problem of description of uncertainty in business activity.

For many years, probabilistic calculus was considered as

the only appropriate way to mathematically describe and deal

with uncertainty. However, in real problems of assessing risk

in business activity, not only randomness, but also imprecise

or incomplete data is an important source of information.

For this reason, many researchers often use alternative ways

of modelling of uncertainty, such as fuzzy sets or interval

numbers. Also for the selection of investment portfolio, the

most appropriate approach to risk assessment is to develop and

use methods that allow different representations of uncertainty

(e.g., by probability distributions, fuzzy numbers and intervals)

to be processed according to their nature and only finally

combine them into a synthetic easy-to-interpret risk measure.

Another important aspect of defining an effective portfolio

of investment projects is the analysis of the dependency

problem. There are two kinds of dependency. The dependency

between parameters is usually described statistically and,

therefore, is called “statistical dependency”; statistical

dependency is typically modelled by fuzzy or probabilistic

correlation or regression. The second type of dependency

is projects’ interdependency, usually called “economic

dependency”. It is used to describe an interaction between

investment projects. Interdependency is especially challenging

to model, due to the difficulties with its description.

This paper briefly presents a novel framework for the

selection of an efficient portfolio of investment projects. The

proposed framework integrates a non-linear programming with

tools that enable to describe interdependency between projects

in a situation when model parameters are described both using

probability distributions and fuzzy numbers. The paper has

the following structure. Section II outlines different ways of

description of uncertainty. In Section III, the current state of

art in the selection of a portfolio of investment project is

presented. A novel framework for the selection of an effective

portfolio of investment projects is suggested in Section IV. In

Section V a numerical example is solved using the proposed

framework to demonstrate the effectiveness of the latter.

II. DESCRIPTION OF UNCERTAINTY IN EVALUATION OF

INVESTMENT PROJECTS

Most of models of the real-world investment projects

contain a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data.

Therefore, increasingly often alternative descriptions of

uncertainty in the assessment of the efficiency of investment

projects are applied. The most common situation is when

some parameters are described by probability distributions

(statistical data), while others are given in the form of

possibility degrees (subjective assessments of phenomena

made by experts [27], [4]), i.e., the available data is

heterogeneous in nature. To sum up, one may say, after

Baudrit et al. [4], that randomness and imprecise or missing

information are two reasons of uncertainty, which have an

impact on the analysis of economic efficiency. Therefore, in

the process of the evaluation of investment projects (estimation

of efficiency and risk of projects), it is inevitable to deal with

uncertainty caused by vagueness intrinsic to human knowledge

and imprecision or incompleteness resulting from the limit of

human knowledge [13], [20]. Hence, it is necessary to use

a scheme for representing and processing vague, imprecise,

and incomplete information in conjunction with precise and

statistical data [4], [8], [13].
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There are hardly a few studies that describe the use of

hybrid data [25], i.e., data partially described by probability

distributions, and partially by possibility distributions. The use

of such data allows to reflect more properly the knowledge

on parameters of economic calculus. However, very often,

in the assessment of efficiency of investment projects, no

distinction is made between these two types of uncertainty,

both being represented by means of probability distributions

[27]-[13]. Whereas, as suggested by Ferson and Ginzburg

[11], distinct methods are needed to adequately represent

random variability (“objective uncertainty”) and imprecision

(“subjective uncertainty”).

III. METHODS FOR THE SELECTION OF EFFECTIVE

PORTFOLIOS OF INVESTMENT PROJECTS

The problem of capital budgeting was for the first time

formulated by Lorie and Savage [20]. Later on, it was solved

using mathematical programming methods. First works on this

subject date back to 1960s and 70s [6]-[2]. The problem of

determining the capital budget was also solved using linear

programming, linear programming with binary variables and

multi-objective programming methods.

A lot of attention, especially in the recent years, is given to

the risk of investment projects. A method for the construction

of an effective portfolio of investment projects on the capital

market was first presented by Markowitz [22]. Seitz has

adopted the ideas of Markowitz for capital budgeting [26]

by using the binary quadratic programming. Methods for the

selection of an effective portfolio of investment projects are

being constantly improved [7], [9], [1], [3], [24]. Probability

distributions of selected parameters were used to describe the

uncertainties in these models. In the literature, also presented

are methods for the selection of a portfolio of investment

projects in the case when uncertain parameters of efficiency

calculus are described by means of fuzzy numbers. Such

methods were proposed by Huang [15], [16] and Liu and

Iwamura [19] and Kahraman [18].

Guyonnet et al. [13] has proposed a method which

facilitates estimation of risk in the case when probability and

possibility distributions are used simultaneously. This method

was a modification of the method proposed previously by

Cooper et al. [8]. Methods for processing hybrid data combine

stochastic simulation with arithmetic of fuzzy numbers. As

a result of processing of such data, Guyonnet et al. [13]

define two cumulative distribution functions: optimistic and

pessimistic. Similarly, Baudrit et al. [4] use probability

and possibility distributions in risk analysis. As a result of

processing of such data, authors obtain random fuzzy variable,

which characterizes the examined phenomenon.

Dickinson et al. [10] presented a method for optimal

scheduling of investment projects, which takes into account

the fact that particular projects can be complementary or

substitutive to each other. Santhanam and Kyparisis [29]

presented a mathematical model for the selection of a portfolio

from economically dependent investment projects associated

with the development of information systems. Zuluaga et

al. [31] presented a model that enables the selection and

scheduling of economically dependent investment projects.

However, the models of Dickson, Santhanam and Kyparisis

and Zuluga do not take into account uncertainty of cash flows

generated by investment projects and stochastic dependencies

between projects. Medaglia et al. [23] proposed the usage of

evolutionary algorithms for the selection of economically and

stochastically dependent investment projects.

It must be, however, highlighted that there are no methods

for the selection of effective investment portfolio, which could

process hybrid data, e.g., data expressed in the form of fuzzy

numbers and probability distributions. In most of the existing

approaches, different ways of uncertainty representation are

usually unified by transforming one form of uncertainty

into another. Obviously, such transformation entails some

problems. For example, transformation of a probability

distribution into a possibility distribution causes the loss of

information, whereas the opposite one requires additional

information to be introduced. This leads to systematic errors

in the estimation of efficiency. It is, therefore, necessary

to elaborate a framework for representing and processing

stochastic, vague, imprecise, and incomplete information in

conjunction with precise data for selection of investment

project portfolio. Such a framework should also be able to

take into account stochastic and economic dependencies.

IV. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE SELECTION OF INVESTMENT

PROJECT

The process of building an effective capital budget consists

of three phases [14]: strategic consideration, individual project

evaluation and portfolio selection. Because the approach

proposed here focuses on interdependency between projects,

the problem of building an effective capital budget is divided

into two models – portfolio selection model (PSM) and

portfolio evaluation model (PEM). The purpose of first model

is to find selection of the investment projects to gain the best

evaluation parameters. Second model is used to determine

evaluation parameters for a given set of investment projects.

A. Projects interdependency in uncertain environment

PSM focuses on the selection of projects. Most of project

portfolio optimization methods and tools treat each project in

a portfolio as an isolated entity. This leads to systematic errors

in the estimation of risk and efficiency, and usually produces

large overestimation. In order to eliminate these deficiencies,

the interdependency between project should be considered.

Three types of projects interdependencies are recognized in

the literature: benefit, resource and technical [12].

Resources interdependency occurs when the demand for

resources to develop projects independently is greater than

amount of resources required when all of projects are selected.

Benefit interdependency occurs when the total advantage

of at least two independent projects increases or decreases

when these projects are treated as interrelated. Technical

interdependency occurs when there is a set of exclusive

projects such that only one of them may be selected.
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There are five classes of project portfolio selection models

[2]: ad hoc approaches (e.g., profiles), comparative approaches

[28] (e.g., AHP), scoring models, portfolio matrices, and

optimization models. PSM is multi criteria linear programming

model, and PEM is non-linear programming model combined

with stochastic simulation.

B. Portfolio selection model (PSM)

Let us consider a company which plans to launch m

potential projects. Due to the changing environment, the

company must select a proper subset of those projects.

Let each project create new or modify existing primary

process steps. A portfolio of investment projects is defined

as (x1, . . . , xm) and xi = 1 when project i is selected and

0 otherwise (i ∈ I = {1, . . . ,m}). Let b defines overall

budget allocation for a selected portfolio, and ci initial cost

of implementation of i-th investment. Let fin(x1, . . . , xm)
denote financial evaluation parameter for a given portfolio

of investments. The performance of the selected portfolio

is measured by two functions: E(fin(x1, . . . , xm) and

σ(fin(x1, . . . , xm)). Then, the selection of the portfolio of

investments is defined as follows: find (x1, . . . , xm) that

maximize of the expected value of fin(x1, . . . , xm) and

minimize σ(fin(x1, . . . , xm)) subject to:

• portfolio selection constraints – for each investment, the

cost of implementation cannot exceed the overall budget
∑

i∈I ci ∗ xi 6 b

• integrability constraints: xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ I

In order to solve PSO problem, for each portfolio of

investments, PEM model must be invoked in order to compute

evaluation parameters.

C. Portfolio evaluation model (PEM)

PEM computes evaluation parameters for a given set of

investment projects (x1, . . . , xm). Since some of the model

parameters are given as fuzzy numbers, thus, the value of

the fin() function is a fuzzy variable, which results from the

simulation combined with non-linear programming.

In order to evaluate a portfolio of investments,

a mathematical model of an enterprise is built. Mathematical

model consists of two groups of equations. First group of

equations includes balances of the enterprise manufacturing

capacities and material balances. It allows to determine

size of the total production and size of sale achieved by

enterprise. It determines also conditions of the selection of

projects to be implemented. These conditions result form

manufacturing capacities balance, material balances and

availability of capital allocated for investments. The second

group of equations are financial equations.

• equations of manufacturing capacities balance for

primary production departments

∑

i∈I

Xtτ
ijw 6 vςjw · ∆τ

jw, (1)

where τ = 0, . . . , τ̄ , τ 6 t, j ∈ J,w ∈ Wj and

t = τ, . . . , τ + t̄jw.

Xtτ
ijw > 0 , ς = t− τ (2)

∆τ
jw =

{

1 for w ∈ W̄

0 forw ∈ W − W̄
(3)

κ
(

W̄
)

= 1, (4)

ητ
(

W̄
)

6 η̄τ , τ = 0, 1, · · · , τ̄ (5)

• equations of the enterprise material balance

∑

j∈J

∑

w∈Wj

τ̄∑

τ=1

τ6t

X
t,τ

ijw −

∑

j∈J

∑

w∈Wj

∑

z∈I

τ̄∑

τ=1

τ6t

mizjwX
t,τ

zjw = G
t
i (6)

Gt
i 6 ḡti

(

W̄
)

, (7)

where:

– Xtτ
ijw - quantity of the gross output of product i produced

in j department in t year, in case of qualifying to

realization project w in τ year,

– Gt
i - size of sale of the product i in year t,

– KRKt - value of short-term credit in year t,

– KRDt - value of long-term credit in year t,

– ZBt - gross profit in year t,

– I - set of product indexes,

– Ij - set of indexes of products produced in j department,

– W - set of project indexes,

– Wj - set of indexes of projects connected with j

department,

– W̄ - set of indexes of projects qualified to realization,

– J - set of primary production department indexes

– vςjw - manufacturing capacity of the j department after

realization of w project in ς year of the duration

– η̄τ - limit of investment outlays in the τ year,

– mizjw - consumption per unit of the i product for

producing the z product in the j department after

realizing the w project,

– t̄jw - duration of the w project being realized in j

department

– cti - selling price for product i in year t

– kzςijw - variable cost of processing the product i by

department j after realization of w project in ς year of

the duration

– rd - long-term interest rate

– rk - short-term interest rate

– κ̄ : 2W → {0, 1} - function determining sets of

projects being possible for realization, value 1 means a

set possible to realization, value 0 means set impossible

to realization,

– ητ : 2W → R - function assigning to W̄ set of the

projects an investment outlay for realization of this set in

τ year of capital budgeting period

– ḡti : 2W → R - function assigning to W̄ set of the

projects possible sale of the product in the t year

The second set of equations of the model are financial

equations. They are linear equations, which for all the
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above-mentioned parameters determined by equations (1)-(7),

determine specific items of the company’s balance sheet, P&L

account and cash flows (NCF) used to calculate the NPV. As

an example, an equation for calculating a company’s gross

profit is presented below.

ZBt = P − C1 − C2 − C3, (8)

where i ∈ I; t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , T and

P =
∑

j∈J

∑

i∈Ij

ctiG
t
i (9)

C1 =
τ̄
∑

τ=1,τ6t

∑

w∈Wj

∑

j∈J

∑

i∈I

kςijwX
t,τ
ijw (10)

C2 = rkKRKt + rdKRDt (11)

C3 = χt
(

W̄
)

− ξt
(

W̄
)

(12)

The remaining financial equations express commonly known

dependencies. A detailed presentation on them would

considerably increase the volume of the article. Therefore, it

is omitted.

In the next step, an appropriate model of uncertainty is

assigned for every parameters. In the proposed framework,

material consumption and product cost are characterized by

fuzzy numbers. Demand and selling prices are described by

probability distributions. Then, fuzzy simulation is employed,

which allows different representations of uncertainty to be

processed according to their nature. Moreover, the proposed

framework takes into account economic dependencies in the

process of selection of an effective portfolio of investment

projects. Statistical dependency is used for describing relation

between model parameters. Dependency between parameters

characterized by fuzzy numbers are described by interval

regression. Interval regression is an extension of the classical

(crisp) regression where regression parameters are bounded

closed intervals. For probabilistic parameters their dependency

is determined by the correlation matrix. To process them,

a method presented by Yang [30] based on Cholesky

decomposition of the correlation matrix is utilized.

D. Procedure of determining portfolio evaluation model

The proposed procedure of determining the effectiveness

of investment portfolio consists of two stages. It combines

the procedure of stochastic simulation with execution of

arithmetic operations on interactive fuzzy numbers. To

execute such arithmetic operations non-linear programming is

used. Computation procedure in this case is the following.

Random variable values are drawn from among mentioned

above parameters expressed in the form of the probability

distribution. The procedure of generation accounts statistical

dependency between variables. These values and remaining

parameters expressed in the form of fuzzy numbers allow to

determine evaluation parameter as fuzzy number. The problem

of determining the fuzzy number characterizing evaluation

parameter may be written owing to use of the concept of

α-levels of fuzzy sets. Thus, the variables y corresponding to

the parameters that are expressed in the form of fuzzy numbers

are introduced, and then the parameters are replaced for those

variables. Additionally, the following constraints are imposed:

inf
(

Ỹi

)

α
≤ yi ≤ sup (Ỹi)α (13)

yi ≥ inf
(

aiz1
)

· yz + inf
(

aiz2
)

(14)

yi ≤ sup
(

aiz1
)

· yz + sup
(

aiz2
)

(15)

where

• inf
(

Ỹi

)

α
, sup (Ỹi)α - respectively lower and upper

bounds of α-level of the fuzzy parameter Ỹi

•

sup
(

aiz1
)

, inf
(

aiz1
)

,

sup
(

aiz2
)

, inf
(

aiz2
) - respectively lower and upper

bounds of interval regression coefficients describing

dependency between parameters Ỹz and Ỹi

Next, in order to determine the lower and upper bounds of the

respective α-level of the efficiency parameter, the following

constrained optimization problems must be solved:

NPVα −→ min (16)

for the definition of the lower bound of the α-level of the NPV,

NPVα −→ max (17)

for the definition of the upper bound of the α-level of the

NPV. Drawing probabilistic values and determining NPV is

repeated nmax times. As result nmax fuzzy sets characterized

by membership functions (µNPV
1 , . . . , µNPV ) are obtained

and thus NPV is represented by a random fuzzy variable.

Based on the vector (µNPV
1 , . . . , µNPV ) , the mean value,

standard deviation as well as lower and upper cumulative

distributions for the NPV are calculated. The hybrid procedure

which implements the described approach is presented in the

following algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Procedure of determining evaluation model
n← 1;

2: Randomly generate vector probabilistic variables taking into account the correlation
between them
α = 0;

4: Define α-levels for fuzzy variables defining efficiency parameter
Calculate (sup) and (inf) for defined α-levels by finding: effα ← min and
effα ← max under the problem constrains specified by constraints

6: α = α + φ

If α 6 1 goto STEP 4 else n = n + 1

8: if n 6 nmax goto STEP 2

Calculate mean value, standard deviation, and lower and upper cumulative
distributions of the NPV.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The capital budget was determined for the production

process presented on the fig. 1. This setup includes the

production cycle in steel industry, from production of the pig

iron, production of steel, hot rolling products to production

products coated with metal and plastics.

We take into consideration five investment projects:

steel making plant, hot rolled sheet mill, cold-rolled

sheet mill, hot-dip galvanizing sheet plant, sheet organic
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the analyzed technological setup

coating plant. Those investments are highlighted in gray.

Decisive variables for the estimation of efficiency and

the risk of investment projects in case of the investment

in iron metallurgy are: quantity and selling prices, costs

of materials and quantity of investment outlays. It was

recognized also from here, that in the simulation experiment

is necessary to take into consideration the uncertainty of

the possible quantity of sale for each of products ranges

being produced by the company, prices of these products,

prices of metallurgic raw materials (prices of iron ores

and the pellets), consumption per unit indexes, quantity

of investment outlays. It was assumed, that remaining

parameters of the efficiency calculus were determined.

Prices of individual assortments of metallurgic products and

metallurgic raw materials are correlated strongly. Similarly,

sale quantities of each assortment of metallurgic products

are correlated. This fact was taken into consideration

when processing the values of efficiency calculus uncertain

parameters.

In the computational experiment it was taken into

consideration the uncertainty of the possible quantity of sales

for each of products ranges being produced by the company,

prices of these products, prices of semi-finished steel (prices

of continuous casting stands), investment outlay for projects,

construction period for investment projects and consumption

per unit indexes for all products. Sales and possible quantity of

sale for each product are described be probability distribution

(in this case normal distribution). Rest of parameters were

presented as a triangular fuzzy numbers.

In numerical example, we identify two types of

dependencies. Prices of individual assortments of metallurgic

products and metallurgic raw materials are correlated. Also

sale quantities of each assortment of metallurgic products are

correlated. Those parameters are using to describe benefit

interdependency. Equations of manufacturing capacity balance

are using for describing resource dependency and technical

dependency.

The following new investment projects are considered: steel

mill, rolling mill of cold milled steel sheets, hot dip galvanized

coating, organic coating, rolling mill of hot milled steel sheets.

Material consumption as well as product and half-product

prices are given in the form of fuzzy numbers. They are

presented, respectively, in Table I and Table II.

Sale parameters are given by normal probability

distributions given in Table III.

TABLE I
TRAPEZOIDAL FUZZY NUMBERS (TFN) INDICATING MATERIAL

CONSUMPTION

Material consumption TFN

steel half-products – molten iron (0.855, 0.860, 0.870, 0.875)

half-products – hot rolled steel sheets (1.058, 1.064, 1.075, 1.078)

hot rolled steel sheets – cold rolled sheets (1.105, 1.111, 1.124, 1.130)

cold rolled sheets – dip galvanized sheets (1.010, 1.020, 1.026, 1.031)

dip galvanized sheets – organic coated sheets (0.998, 0.999, 1.000, 1.001)

TABLE II
TRAPEZOIDAL FUZZY NUMBERS (TFN) FOR PRICES

Price TFN (USD/t)

iron ore (335, 360, 400, 425)

lumps (375, 400, 440, 470)

steel scrap (940, 960, 1010, 1035)

hot rolled sheets (2040, 2080.8, 2177.7, 2228.7)

cold rolled sheets (2220.08, 2266.65, 2370.15, 2427.08)

hot dip galvanized

sheets and strips (2535.75, 2588.25, 2709, 2772)

organic coated

sheets and tapes (3450.6, 3519.82, 3684.9, 3754.13)

TABLE III
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS INDICATING SALE PARAMETERS

Sale Mean value Std. dev.

hot rolled sheets 4704.0 117.5

cold rolled sheets 2750.0 51.4

hot dip galvanized – sheets and tapes 1147.9 52.4

organic coated – sheets and tapes 708.4 30.8

The Cholesky matrix which describes the dependencies

between sale parameters is given by the equation (18).









1.00000 0.87786 0.91142 0.86321

0.00000 0.47891 0.24007 0.27276

0.00000 0.00000 0.33418 0.34165

0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.25249









(18)

For the computational example, the α-level for fuzzy

variables are set at 10 and the number of simulation are set

to 100. The result for the computational example is shown in

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Pareto optimal solutions for the problem of selection of an efficient
portfolio of investment projects

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Above, the new method of choice of the effective portfolio

of investment projects was presented. Presented concept of

the mathematical model and the algorithm elaborated are

making it possible to generate the set of Pareto-optimal

solutions. The method is allowing for flexible formulating of

dependence between projects. It concerns to dependencies with

the technical character, how for example mutual excluding

of projects. The structure of the model is causing, that

dependencies with the economic character are also taken

into account, it means, that projects are substitutionary

or complementary in relation to themselves. Elaborated

model has been utilized for selection of projects for the

chosen production setup. The model is generating the set

of Pareto-optimal solutions, which may to be the subject of

the further analysis with taking extra criteria of quality into

account.
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